Abstract-This paper firstly describes the techniques of six representative vertex chain codes, they are: original vertex chain code, extended vertex chain code, variable-length vertex chain code, variable-length compressed vertex chain code, dynamic vertex chain code, and equal-length compressed vertex chain code. The description includes the main idea and encoding method of each vertex chain code. Then the chain length, namely the code numbers, the memory occupancy, namely the general binary bits, the code average length of each code, namely bits per code of each vertex chain code were compared respectively by large numbers of experiments. In the end, the evaluation and comparison were given from the view of chain code efficiency. The goal of the paper is to provide convenience and reference for the chain code researchers and users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chain code has been a research topic for more than five decades. Since the pioneer work of Freeman in 1961, different approaches of chain coding have been proposed to improve the various aspects involved in chain code [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Because of the comprehensive applicability of chain code in many parts of pattern recognition and image processing [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the techniques of chain code increase rapidly. Chain code is an efficient representation of binary images composed of contours [13] [14] [15] . The idea of a chain code is based on identifying and storing the directions from each pixel to its neighbor pixel on each contour. The technique of chain code includes two aspects: the chain codes based on pixel and the chain codes based on edge. For the former, some representative pixel-based chain codes include 8-direction Freeman chain code proposed by Freeman, 4-direction Freeman chain code commonly used by people, angle differences Freeman chain code (ADFCC) proposed by Y. K. Liu et al. [1] , enhanced relative 8-direction Freeman chain code (ERDFCC) proposed by S. Zahir et al. [2] , orthogonal three-direction Freeman chain code (3OT) proposed by H. Sánchez-Cruz et al. [14] , arithmetic coding applied to 3OT chain code (Arith_3OT) proposed by H. Sánchez-Cruz et al. [3] , and modified directional Freeman chain code in eight directions by a set of nine symbols (MDF9) proposed by H. Sánchez-Cruz et al. [4] , etc. For the latter, the six vertex chain codes introduced in the paper are all edge-based chain codes. Viewing from the compression of the information, there are two kinds of compression: with loss of information and with lossless of information. The six vertex chain codes evaluated and compared in the paper are all lossless-compression chain codes.
II. OVERVIEW OF TECHNIQUES OF VERTEX CHAIN CODES
We mainly describe the techniques of six representative vertex chain codes including the original vertex chain code (VCC), the extended vertex chain code (E_VCC), the variable-length vertex chain code (V_VCC), the variable-length compressed vertex chain code (VC_VCC), the dynamic vertex chain code (D_VCC), and the equal-length compressed vertex chain code (EC_VCC).
A. Original Vertex Chain Code (VCC)
In 1999, E. Bribiesca first introduced the original vertex chain code (VCC) [16] . The VCC is based on the numbers of cell vertices which are in touch with the bounding contour of the shape. This code determines the number of pixels of the binary shape that are in touch with the observed vertex of the shape's boundary contour.
The latter represents a connected sequence of edges and vertices on the border between the shape and its exterior.
In the VCC, the boundaries or contours of any discrete shape that are composed of regular cells can be represented by chains. Therefore, these chains represent closed boundaries. The minimum perimeter of closed boundary corresponds to the shape composed only of one cell. An element of a chain indicates the number of cell vertices, which are in touch with the bounding contour of the shape in that element position. Figure 1 is an illustration of VCC which presents a shape. It is previous that there are only three numbers of 0, 1, and 2 which are needed to present a boundary composed with pixels of quadrate grids.
In order to digitally represent these numbers of cell vertices, two bits are needed for each number. The element 1, 2, 3 of VCC can be represented by their 2-bit binary equivalents, as shown in Table I . As an illustration, consider the shape of Figure 1 , when starting at the left-top point and walking along the boundary in a counter-clockwise direction, the VCC of the contour is 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 2, as shown in Figure 1 , or in binary form, 01 10 11 01 10 10 01 10 10 10 01 11 01 10 10 01 11 01 10 10. As we can see from the above, the numbers of chain code of VCC for the shape of Figure 1 are 20, and the numbers of binary bit of it are 40.
The VCC is invariant under translation and rotation. Using this concept of chain code it is possible to relate the chain length to the contact perimeter, which corresponds to the sum of the boundaries of neighboring cells of the shape; also, to relate the chain nodes to the contact vertices, which correspond to the vertices of neighboring cells. So, in this way, these relations among the chain and the characteristics of interior of the shape allow you to obtain interesting properties [16] .
Since the VCC was proposed, it has obtained a lot of applications. For example, in [17] , VCC was used for image recognition. In [18] , VCC was used in neural network corner detection. In [19] , VCC was used in skew detection for form document. In [20] , VCC was used for calculating the compact and posture ratio of an image region.
B. Extended Vertex Chain Code (E_VCC)
Considering the compression efficiency of chain code, in 2007, Y.K. Liu et al. proposed extended vertex chain code (E_VCC) which is developed based on the original VCC [21] . Considering that the original VCC uses 2 bits to represent only three code elements 1, 2, and 3, E_VCC is introduced to add an element 0 without increasing the average bits per code. In E_VCC, the element "0" is added according to the experiments which show that the combination of element 1 and 3 is the most often occurring combination. Then the combination of element 1 and 3 is substituted by code 0.
In order to digitally represent these codes, two bits are needed for each code, and the binary bits of each code are not increased according to the original VCC. Table II shows the code relationship between E_VCC and original VCC and the binary form of E_VCC which consists of four code symbols. As an illustration, consider the previous shape of Figure 1 , when starting at the left-top point and walking along the boundary in a counter-clockwise direction, the E_VCC of the contour is 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 2, as shown in Figure 2 , or in binary form, 01 10 11 01 10 10 01 10 10 10 00 01 10 10 00 01 10 10. As we can see from the above, the numbers of chain code of E_VCC for the shape of Figure 1 are 18 which are less than the original VCC, and the numbers of binary bit of it are 36 for the same condition.
From the example it is clear that the length of the E_VCC is less than the original VCC because of the two code symbols in original VCC are substituted by one code symbol in E_VCC but with the same symbol length with the E_VCC.
C. Variable-Length Vertex Chain Code (V_VCC)
Reference [21] also proposed a new vertex chain code named variable-length vertex chain code (V_VCC) which is also developed based on the original VCC. The V_VCC also uses the codes of VCC which has three elements 1, 2, and 3. The difference between them is that the definition of the V_VCC considers the probability of three codes occurring. The experiments showed that the probability of code 2 is greater than the other two. Therefore, in V_VCC, the one bit binary digit 0 is used to represent for code 2, the two bits binary digit 10 and 11 is used to represent respectively for code 1 and code 3 which is with variable-length coding by applying the concept of Huffman coding concept. Table III shows the code relationship between V_VCC and original VCC and their binary form of each code symbol are also listed. As an illustration, consider the previous shape of Figure 1 , when starting at the left-top point and walking along the boundary in a counter-clockwise direction, the V_VCC of the contour is the same as the original VCC, it is 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 2, as shown in Figure 1 , but the binary form of the V_VCC (shown in figure 3 ) is different from the original VCC, it is 10 0 11 10 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 11 10 0 0 10 11 10 0 0. As we can see from the above, the numbers of chain code of V_VCC for the shape of Figure 1 are 20 which are as same as the original VCC, and the numbers of binary bit of it are 30 because that the numbers of binary bit for code 2 are decreased.
From the example it is clear that the function of the V_VCC is the same as the original VCC, but the length of the V_VCC is less than the original VCC.
D. Variable-Length Compressed Vertex Chain Code (VC_VCC)
Reference [21] also proposed a third new vertex chain code named variable-length compressed vertex chain code (VC_VCC) which is developed based on the original VCC and Huffman coding concept by considering the different probabilities of the codes. The VC_VCC is constructing by taking account the E_VCC and V_VCC and it consists of five codes: Code 1, Code 2, Code 3, Code 4 and Code 5. The two new codes added for representing respectively for two combinations, one is the combination with first code 1 and second code 3, the other is the combination with first code 3 and second code 1. The probabilities of the codes were obtained experimentally [21] . From the experiments, it gets that the probability of the two combinations are equal. According to the statistical probabilities, the binary Huffman codes 0, 10, 110, 1110, and 1111 are assigned to the code values of Code 1, Code 2, Code 3, Code 4 and Code 5 respectively. Table IV shows the relationship between VC_VCC and original VCC and the probability and binary form of each code. As an illustration, consider the previous shape of Figure 1 , when starting at the left-top point and walking along the boundary in a counter-clockwise direction, the VC_VCC of the contour is c4 c1 c3 c1 c1 c4 c1 c1 c1 c2 c4 c1 c1 c2 c4 c1 c1, as shown in Figure 4 , where the c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5 are the respective abbreviations for As we can see from the above, the numbers of chain code of VC_VCC for the shape of Figure 1 are 17 which are the least one in the vertex chain codes among the above, and the numbers of binary bit of it are 33 which are not the least among the above for the reason that the advantage of Huffman coding relies in the conditions where the length of the shape contours which will be described is more longer. Namely, the more the length of the shape, the less the numbers of binary bit required by VC_VCC compared to the chain codes without Huffman coding.
Within all of the vertex chain codes described above, the result of the comparison shows that the VC_VCC is the most efficient [21] . Up to now, VC_VCC remains one of the most efficient to compress binary objects. In [22] , VC_VCC was further compressed by applying the concept of segment on it.
E. Dynamic Vertex Chain code
To decrease the chain length of the vertex chain code, in 2010, G. F. Yu et al. proposed dynamic vertex chain code (D_VCC) which is developed based on the original VCC [23] . The main idea of D_VCC is to change the means of original VCC in which each code expresses the numbers of cell vertices, and assigns new code value for the elements of chain code. There are ten elements in D_VCC, from the decimal number 0 to 9. The decimal number 0 (or 9) represents code "1" of original VCC, the decimal number 9 (or 0) represents code "3" of original VCC, and the decimal number 1 to 8 represent code "2" and the numbers of sequential code "2" directly. For instance, the decimal number 1 represents the one code "2", the decimal number 2 represents the two sequential codes "22" of VCC, and so on. Table V shows the relationship between D_VCC and original VCC. As an illustration, consider the shape of Figure 5 , when starting at the left-top point and walking along the boundary in a counter-clockwise direction, the VCC of the contour is 1 2 3 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 3 1 2 2, as shown in Figure 5 , or in binary form, 01 10 11 01 11 01 01 11 10 10 10 10 10 01 01 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 01 01 10 11 01 11 01 11 01 11 11 10 10 10 10 01 10 01 10 11 01 01 10 11 11 10 01 11 01 10 10. In the same conditions, when expressing with D_VCC, the chain code of the contour is 0 1 9 0 9 0 0 9 5 0 0 9 7 0 0 2 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 9 4 0 1 0 1 9 0 0 1 9 9 1 0 9 0 2, as shown in Figure 6 , where the code "0" and "9" of D_VCC represent the code "1" and "3" of VCC respectively. When expressing in binary form, it is 0000 0001 1001 0000 1001 0000 0000 1001 0101 0000 0000 1001 0111 0000 0000 0010 1001 0000 1001 0000 1001 0000 1001 1001 0100 0000 0001 0000 0001 1001 0000 0000 0001 1001 1001 0001 0000 1001 0000 0010. As we can see from the above, the numbers of chain code of D_VCC for the shape of Figure 5 are 40 which are less than the original VCC with 54 for the reason that the codes of D_VCC apply the method of arithmetic coding, but the numbers of binary bit of it are 160 which are more than the original VCC with 108 because of the coding for the codes of D_VCC are also with equal length. Moreover, from the above description, we can see that D_VCC has ten codes but uses four binary bits for each code. It is obviously that four binary bits can encode for sixteen codes at most, it generates redundancy among the rest.
So, it is obviously that the ultimate goal of D_VCC is to reduce the general numbers of chain code by overlooking the memory capability occupied by the chain code. In other word, the general numbers of binary bits are increased largely.
F. Equal-Length Compressed Vertex Chain Code (EC_VCC)
To further decrease the chain length of the vertex chain code, in [23] , another vertex chain code named equallength compressed vertex chain code (EC_VCC) was proposed, which is developed based on E_VCC. The main idea of EC_VCC is to replace the minimum unit bit of other vertex chain code with byte. EC_VCC utilizes one byte (eight binary bits) for one code, and it divides the eight bits into two parts: two high bits and six low bits. The encodings of two high bits represent for four code values of EC_VCC, and the encodings of six low bits represent for the numbers of sequential codes indicated by the two high bits. For the six binary bits can encode for 64 codes at most, if the numbers of sequential codes exceed 64, there will start a new byte. Table VI shows the relationship between EC_VCC and original VCC. The four codes of the two high bits of a byte are "00", "01", "10", and "11", which represent code 0, 1, 2, 3 of E_VCC respectively. The six low bits are indicated by "b5b4b3b2b1b0", in which "b" means bit and the number from 5 to 0 indicates the location of each bit of the byte. The binary code of the six low bits is from "00000" to "1111111", which represents the decimal value from 0 to 63. So the decimal number 0 indicates the number of sequential codes is one, the decimal number 1 indicates the numbers of sequential codes are two, and so on, until the decimal number 63 indicates the numbers of sequential codes are 64. When the numbers of sequential codes exceed 64, there will start a new byte. As an illustration, consider the shape of Figure 5 , in the same conditions, when encoding by EC_VCC, the binary form of the chain code is 01000000 10000000 11000000 00000000 01000001 11000000 10000100 01000001 11000000 10000110 01000001 10000000 11000000 00000010 11000000 10000011 01000000 10000000 01000000 10000000 11000000 01000001 10000000 11000001 10000000 00000000 01000000 10000001.
As we can see from the above, the numbers of chain code of EC_VCC for the shape of Figure 5 are 28 which are less than the original VCC with 54 for the same reason with D_VCC that the codes of them apply the method of arithmetic coding, but the numbers of binary bit of it are 224 which are more than the D_VCC with 160 and the original VCC with 108 because of the same reason with D_VCC that the coding for the codes of them are also with equal length. Moreover, from the above description, we can see that EC_VCC uses 64 codes to represent code "1" of VCC which only needs two code in deed because the sequential numbers of code "1" are only two at most. It is obviously that the code values of EC_VCC generate more redundancy than the D_VCC.
It is obviously that the ultimate goal of EC_VCC is also to reduce the general numbers of chain code by overlooking the memory capability occupied by the chain code, which is as same as D_VCC. Each code of EC_VCC has eight binary bits, and the whole numbers of codes in EC_VCC are 256.
III. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION

A. Method of Evaluation for Chain Codes
In [21] , a method for evaluating the efficiency of chain codes is proposed. The efficiency E of the chain code was defined as: E = C / L (1) where C is the average expression ability per code, and L represents the average number of bits per code (the average code length). In other words, the efficiency of a chain code is proportional to the average expression ability per code, and with inverse ratio to the average number of bits per code. It means the average length of contours which represented by each binary bit.
The expression ability per code C refers to the average length of contours (or digital curves) which can be represented by every code of the chain code (measured in pixel units). When a code represents the relationship between two edge-adjacency pixels, such as the code "1", "2" and "3" of E_VCC, the expression abilities of them become 1, and when a code represents the relationship between two corner-adjacency pixels, such as the code "0" of E_VCC, the expression ability of it becomes 2. Figure 7 shows ten sample shapes we used to apply vertex chain codes, as taken from black-and-white raster images, whose sizes and numbers of pixels are shown in Table VII . We compared them from two aspects with the six vertex chain codes we described above. One is from the way of experiment results; the other is from the way of theoretic analysis. All these contours were counterclockwise oriented in the process of experiments. Tiger  133×129  17157  Dragon  127×143  18161  Gun  557×258  143706  Mouse  508×466  236728  Flower  484×478  231352  Handwriting  352×335  117920  Angel wings  654×315  206010  Moon cake  504×463  233352  Table  364×400 145600 Cuttlefish 396×376 148896
B. Comparison of Chain Codes
1) Comparison on Experiment Results
First, we calculated the chain lengths of each contour shape in terms of the numbers of chain code with the six vertex chain codes described as above, which are showed in Table VIII. As it can be seen in Table VIII , the longest chain length comes from VCC and V_VCC with 29600 codes of total length following by E_VCC with 24124. On the other hand, the shortest chain length comes from EC_VCC with 14241 codes of total length following by D_VCC with 22310 and then VC_VCC with 22265 which is very near to the D_VCC.
Then, we calculated the memory capability of each contour shape in terms of the numbers of binary bit with the six vertex chain codes described as above, which are showed in Table IX.   TABLE VIII As it can be seen in Table IX , the most number of binary bits produced by EC_VCC with 113928 bits of total memory capability following by D_VCC with 89240 bits of total memory capability. On the other hand, the least number of binary bits produced by VC_VCC with 38000 bits of total memory capability following by V_VCC with 46024 bits of total memory capability.
And then, based on the chain lengths of each contour shape shown in Table VIII and the memory capability of  each contour shape shown in Table IX , we calculated the average length in terms of bits per symbol with the six vertex chain codes described as above, which are showed in Table X . In Table X , the numbers of symbols of each vertex chain code are also listed. As it can be seen in Table X , the longest average length in bits per symbol is produced by EC_VCC with 8 bits per symbol following by D_VCC with 4 bits per symbol. On the other hand, the shortest average length in bits per symbol is produced by V_VCC with 1.55 bits per symbol following by VC_VCC with 1.77 bits per symbol.
At the same time, it can be seen in Table X , the numbers of symbols of EC_VCC are the most with 256 symbols following by D_VCC with 10 symbols, and the numbers of symbols of VCC and V_VCC are the least with 3 symbols following by E_VCC with 4 symbols and then the VC_VCC with 5 symbols.
The results of chain codes of D_VCC and EC_VCC above show that the more the numbers of symbols, the more bits per symbol of the chain code. And the results of chain codes of V_VCC and VC_VCC above show that the use of Huffman encoding concept can decrease the bits per symbol by contrast them to the chain codes of VCC and E_VCC.
The next, we calculated the average expression ability. Analyzing the above six vertex chain codes, for VCC and V_VCC, the expression ability of each code is 1 because each code represents the relationship between two edge-adjacency pixels. Namely, the average expression abilities of VCC and V_VCC are 1.
For E_VCC and VC_VCC, the expression ability of some codes is 1 because they represent the relationship between two edge-adjacency pixels such as code 1, 2 and 3 of E_VCC and code c1, c4 and c5 of VC_VCC, and the expression ability of the other codes is 2 because they represent the relationship between two corner-adjacency pixels such as code 0 of E_VCC and code c2 and c3 of VC_VCC. So, we calculated the probabilities of the codes with expression ability of 1 and 2 respectively, and then calculated the average expression abilities of E_VCC and VC_VCC.
For D_VCC and EC_VCC, some codes represent the relationship between two edge-adjacency pixels such as code 0, 1 and 9 of D_VCC and code 01000000, 10000000, and 11000000 in binary form of EC_VCC, and the others represent the relationship between two corner-adjacency pixels such as code 00000000 in binary form of EC_VCC. So, some codes have the expression ability of 1 and the others have the expression ability of 2. At the same time, because some codes are generated based on calculation, they represent the relationship not only between two pixels but a number. For instance, the expression ability of code 2 to code 8 of D_VCC is from 2 to 8, because they represent the sequential numbers of code 2 are from 2 to 8; the expression ability of some codes of EC_VCC such as code "01000001", "01000010", and so on, until code "01111111" in binary form, and code "10000001", "10000010", and so on, until code "10111111" in binary form, and code "11000001", "11000010", and so on, until code "11111111" in binary form can be from 2, 3 up to 64 respectively; and the expression ability of some codes of EC_VCC such as code "00000001", "00000010", and so on, until code "00111111" in binary form can be from 4, 6, up to 128 respectively. To sum up, we calculated the probabilities of different codes with different expression ability respectively, and then calculated the average expression abilities of D_VCC and EC_VCC. Table XI shows the number of chain symbols, different chain symbols with same expression ability and probabilities for each, and the average expression ability of each vertex chain codes calculated by applying to the above ten sample shapes. In Table XI , the chain symbols of EC_VCC are represented in decimal form, namely the symbols from 0 to 255 are represented for the codes from "00000000" to "11111111" in binary form of one byte respectively.
For the last row of Table XI , it only provided the average expression ability of EC_VCC. Considering that the symbols of EC_VCC are very large (from 0 up to 256), and the expression ability for each symbol is vary (from 1 up to 128), it did not list different chain symbols with same expression ability and probabilities respectively, but only represent the total probabilities of 1.000 for all symbols. Nevertheless, the result of average expression ability of EC_VCC is also calculated based on the experiments on the same ten sample shapes with the same method applied to other vertex chain codes, the difference lies in the amount of calculation is very large. Synthesizing the above analysis and data, we calculated the efficiency E of the six vertex chain codes based on the average code length L obtained from the above Table X and the average expression ability per  code C obtained from the above Table XI, as shown in  Table XII . As it can be seen in Table XII , the highest efficiency is produced by VC_VCC with 0.78 following by V_VCC with 0.65 and then E_VCC with 0.62. On the other hand, the lowest efficiency is produced by EC_VCC with 0.26 following by D_VCC with 0.35 and then VCC with 0.50.
2) Comparison on Theoretic Analysis
Analyzing the reason of the generation of different efficiencies, the two highest efficiency produced by the two vertex chain codes with not much symbols of chain code and variable length produced by Huffman coding. Namely, the numbers of bits per symbol is varying with optimum coding. On the other hand, the two lowest efficiency produced by the two vertex chain codes with equal length and much symbols. Even so, D_VCC and EC_VCC apply the idea of arithmetic encoding which can be referenced in producing new methods of chain code. Although D_VCC and EC_VCC produced the lowest efficiency, but for the reason that there are redundancy codes in them, and the number of symbols is too large with unnecessarily.
To enhance the efficiency of vertex chain code, we can consider from the selection of numbers of symbols, the coding of chain code symbols with variable-length encoding and arithmetic encoding, etc.
IV. CONCLUSION
The methods of vertex chain code discussed thus far are by no means the all. In the paper, we described the techniques of six vertex chain codes. The techniques are discussed from two aspects: the description of techniques of vertex chain code and the comparison and evaluation of them.
The main reason for the popularity of vertex chain codes is their compression capabilities with more and more economical in their uses of memory capacity. We hope our research in the paper can provide convenience and reference for the chain code researchers and users. Although not mentioned in this paper, there have been other approaches of vertex chain code. The goal of the research related to pattern recognition and image processing, but there are some problems such as extending some new algorithm about vertex chain code, which are the work we need to do in the future.
